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Abstract
We study the two-type Richardson model on Zd, d>2, in the asymmetric case where the two
particle types have dierent infection rates. Starting with a single particle of each type, and xing
the infection rate for one of the types, we show that mutual unbounded growth has probability
0 for all but at most countably many values of the other type’s infection rate. c© 2000 Elsevier
Science B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The study of interacting particle systems has become one of the most fruitful branches
of probability theory in the last couple of decades, see e.g. Durrett (1988) and Liggett
(1985,1997) for overviews. One of the simplest such systems is the Richardson model
(Richardson, 1973), which can be described as the f0; 1gZd -valued Markov process
ftgt>0 where no two sites x; y 2 Zd ip (change their value) simultaneously, and
x 2 Zd ips at rate
nx(t) if t(x) = 0;
0 if t(x) = 1;
here > 0 is a xed parameter and nx(t) is the number of nearest neighbors y of
x with value t(y) = 1 (two sites in Zd are considered nearest neighbors if their Eu-
clidean distance is 1). Although this model makes sense also for d=1, we will always
assume that d>2. If we think of 1’s as occupied sites and 0’s as empty sites, then
this denes a pure growth model, where a particle at x gives birth at rate  at each
of its empty neighboring sites. The main questions that have been studied for this
model concern the asymptotic growth of the set of occupied vertices starting from a
single occupied vertex at time 0. The fundamental result says roughly that the set of
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occupied vertices has a non-random asymptotic shape as t !1; this will be given a
precise formulation in Theorem 2.1 below and then heavily used throughout the rest
of the paper.
Recently, in Haggstrom and Pemantle (1998), we introduced the two-type Richardson
model, which is a generalization of the above model, where two kinds of particles
compete for space in Zd. This new model has state space f0; 1; 2gZd , two parameters
1; 2> 0, and the following ip rates: 1’s and 2’s never ip, while a 0 ips to a 1
(resp. a 2) at rate 1 (2) times the number of nearest neighbors with value 1 (2).
Suppose that the two-type Richardson model is started at time 0 with the site 0 =
(0; 0; : : : ; 0) occupied by a 1, the site 1=(1; 0; : : : ; 0) occupied by a 2, and all other sites
being vacant (i.e. having value 0). It is easily seen that with probability 1, all sites
will eventually be occupied by a particle. Thus, one of the following three scenarios
must take place
(i) The set of 1’s at some point surrounds (strangles) the set of 2’s, so that
only nitely many sites are eventually turned into 2’s, and the rest of Zd is lled
with 1’s.
(ii) The set of 2’s similarly strangles the set of 1’s.
(iii) Both the set of 1’s and the set of 2’s keep growing indenitely.
It is easy to see that scenario (i) happens with positive probability for any choice
of 1 and 2, and similarly for scenario (ii). The main question studied here and in
Haggstrom and Pemantle (1998) is whether scenario (iii) also has positive probability.
Writing G1 (G2) for the event that the number of 1’s (2’s) grows unboundedly, and
P1 ; 20;1 for the probability law of this process, we thus ask whether or not
P1 ; 20;1 (G
1 \ G2)> 0: (1)
We remark that the particular choice of starting conguration is irrelevant for whether
or not the event in (1) has positive probability (unless one of the sets is already
strangled by the other): For two disjoint subsets 1 and 2 of Zd, write P1 ; 21 ; 2 for the
law of the process starting with the sites in 1 having value 1, those in 2 having value
2, and the rest value 0. A straightforward generalization of the proof of Proposition
1:2 of Haggstrom and Pemantle (1998) shows that (1) is equivalent to having
P1 ; 21 ; 2 (G
1 \ G2)> 0
for any choice of nite 1 and 2 except those where one of the sets is already strangled
by the other.
In Haggstrom and Pemantle (1998), we showed that (1) holds for d=2 and 1 =2,
i.e. that mutual unbounded growth has positive probability if the two particle types have
equal infection rates. We also stated the conjecture that mutual unbounded growth does
not happen in the two-dimensional asymmetric case where 1 6= 2. We now extend
this conjecture to arbitrary d>2:
Conjecture 1.1. For the two-type Richardson model on Zd; d>2; we have
P1 ; 20;1 (G
1 \ G2) = 0
whenever 1 6= 2.
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The problem of deciding whether or not (1) holds for 1 = 2 and d>3 is also
open. It seems reasonable to expect that (1) should hold in this case, although we are
slightly less condent about this than about Conjecture 1.1.
The following result, which is the main result of the present paper, is a weak form
of Conjecture 1.1. Note that by time-scaling, it is enough to consider the case 1 = 1.
Theorem 1.2. For the two-type Richardson model on Zd; d>2; we have
P1; 20;1 (G
1 \ G2) = 0
for all but at most countably many choices of 2.
This strongly suggests that Conjecture 1.1 should be true. To see why, consider the
following heuristic argument. The event G1 \G2 of mutual unbounded growth reects
some kind of \power balance" between the two types, and therefore, it is reasonable
to expect that P1; 20;1 (G
1\G2) should decrease as 2 moves away from 1. For any xed
2> 1 there exists, by Theorem 1.2, a 02 2 (1; 2) such that P1; 
0
2
0;1 (G
1 \ G2) = 0, so
that (if the above intuition is correct) P1; 20;1 (G
1 \ G2) = 0 as well. Mutual unbounded
growth for 2< 1 is ruled out by the same argument, or by noting that symmetry plus
time-scaling implies that
P1; 20;1 (G
1 \ G2) = P1;1=20;1 (G1 \ G2): (2)
Unfortunately, we have not been able to turn the above heuristics into a proof.
Theorem 1.2 puts current knowledge about the two-type Richardson model in a
situation analogous to those of certain models of statistical mechanics in d>3 dimen-
sions, such as the random-cluster model and the parity-dependent hard-core model (see
Grimmett, 1995; Haggstrom, 1997, respectively). For both these models, phase transi-
tion (nonuniqueness of Gibbs measures) is known to occur for at most countably many
points along certain one-dimensional curves in the parameter space. Both models are,
however, very dierent in spirit from the two-type Richardson model, and our proof
of Theorem 1.2 has little in common with the proofs of the analogous results in the
other models.
Neuhauser (1992) has considered a model which generalizes the standard contact
process in exactly the same way that the two-type Richardson model generalizes the
ordinary Richardson model. The two-type Richardson model would arise by taking
death rate 0 in Neuhauser’s model. We doubt, however, that this observation can be
used to draw any conclusions about the problem studied here.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we recall the asymptotic
shape theorem and formulate a proposition which plays a key role in the proof of
Theorem 1.2. After some preliminaries in Section 3, we prove this key proposition in
Section 4, and nally in Section 5 we use it to prove Theorem 1.2.
2. The shape theorem and a key proposition
Let us recall the classical shape theorem. For > 0 and Zd, we write P for
the law of the Richardson model with parameter , started at time 0 with 1’s in  and
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0’s in Zd n . We furthermore write (t) for the set of 1’s at time t, i.e.
(t) := fx 2 Zd: t(x) = 1g:
Also dene the \smoothed out" version (t)Rd of (t) as
(t) := fx + y: x 2 (t); y 2 (− 12 ; 12 ]dg:
Theorem 2.1 (the Shape Theorem). There exists a nonrandom compact convex set
B0Rd which is invariant under permutation of and reection in the coordinate
hyperplanes; and has a nonempty interior; such that for any > 0 and any > 0 we
have
P0

9T <1; 8t >T; (1− )B0 (t)t (1 + )B0

= 1:
An \in probability" version of this a.s. limit theorem appears already in Richardson
(1973). As pointed out by Cox and Durrett (1981), the a.s. version follows by combin-
ing Richardson’s results with that of Kesten (1973). Subsequently, more general shape
theorems have been obtained by Kesten (1986) and Boivin (1990). The exact shape
of B0 remains unknown.
B0 denes a norm j  j as jxj := infft: x 2 tB0g. Dene the modulus of a set A by
jAj := infft: A tB0g and the dual modulus by jAj := supft: tB0 \ Ac = ;g. If A is a
subset of the integer lattice, the complementation refers to complementation in Zd, not
in Rd. The following key result, which will be proved in Section 4, says roughly that
in the long run even a relatively small advantage (in terms of the set of occupied sites)
for the stronger type is enough to doom the weaker type.
Proposition 2.2. Fix 2> 1 and let 1<a<b. Let S(u; v) denote the set of pairs of
congurations (1; 2) such that j1j6u and j2j>v. Then
lim
t!1 sup(1 ;2)2S(ta; tb)
P1; 21 ; 2 (G
1) = 0:
3. Comparison results
We rst record a few easy facts about stochastic domination and the relation of the
one- and two-type models. Analogous to the notation for the one-type model in the
previous section, we write 1(t) and 2(t) for the set of 1’s (resp. 2’s) in the two-type
model at time t.
Lemma 3.1. Assume that 16 ~1, 2> ~2, 1 ~1 and 2 ~2; and consider the two
processes f1(t); 2(t)g and f ~1(t); ~2(t)g with respective distributions P1 ; 21 ; 2 and
P
~1 ; ~2
~
1
; ~
2 . These can be coupled in such a way that for all t we get
1(t) ~1(t) (3)
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and
2(t) ~2(t): (4)
Proof. For t=0, (3) and (4) are trivial. The ip rates of the two systems can be paired
according to the so-called \basic coupling" (see e.g. Section 3:1 of Liggett (1985)),
and this is easily seen to preserve (3) and (4). Alternatively, the \omni-" coupling
Q in Section 5 may be used.
An instance of this lemma is that the set of 1’s at time t in the two-type process
P1; 21 ; 2 is stochastically dominated by the set of 1’s at time t in the single-type process
P11 . Similarly, we have for any t that the set of 2’s in P
1; 2
1 ; 2 is dominated by the set
of 1’s in P22 .
Lemma 3.2. Fix  2 (0; 1); and consider the two processes f(t)g and f ~1(t); ~2(t)g
with respective distributions P0 and P
;1
0;1. These can be coupled in such a way that
(t) ~1(t) [ ~2(t) (5)
for all t.
Proof. Again the case t = 0 is trivial. The ips can be coupled as follows. Each
ordered pair (x; y) of nearest neighbors is equipped with an independent unit rate
Poisson process. At the times of the Poisson process assigned to (x; y), we toss an
independent biased coin with head-probability 1− , and also check in both processes
whether x is infected and y is not. Whenever this is the case, y is infected by x, except
if the infection at x is of type 1 and the coin came up heads. This preserves (5).
For a subset R of Zd, dene its boundary @R to be the set of sites in Rc that have
some nearest neighbor in R. To describe the next result, we dene a modication of
the two-type Richardson model as follows, with state space f0; 1; 2; 2gZd . A 0 ips to
a 1 (resp. 2, 2) at rate 1 (resp. 2; 2) times the number of neighboring 1’s (resp. 2’s,
2’s). A 1 and a 2 stays put forever, while a 2 ips to a 2 at rate 2 times the number
of neighboring 2’s. The rst thing to note is that if we observe this process without
distinguishing 2’s and 2’s, then we see the usual two-type Richardson model. Now let
R be any xed subset of Zd, and start the modied process from some conguration
(1; 2; 2

) such that 1 \ R= ; and 2 R. Let  be the rst time that a site in @R
ips to a 1 or a site in @(Rc) ips to a 2. Then the growth of the set of 2’s up
to time  is a version of the rate 2 single-type model. More precisely, the modied
two-type model starting from (1; 2; 2

) can be coupled with the single-type process
P22 in such a way that up to time , the set of 2
’s in the modied process equals the
set of occupied sites in the single-type process. This fact, which we call the separator
lemma, is trivial, but easy to state incorrectly.
The point of having two subtypes of type 2 is that it is useful to have the stopping
time  as large as possible. When we apply the separator lemma, we let 2

be the set
of type-2 particles we know about, thus not allowing others to trigger .
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4. Proof of key proposition
This section is devoted to the proof of Proposition 2.2. The geometrical picture to
have in mind, in the setup of the proposition, is that with high probability, the particles
of type 2 outside the bt-ball grow into ever-widening spherical shells, until eventu-
ally they completely ll a sphere surrounding all the weaker particles. The following
denitions make precise the shape of this growth, which is roughly a d-dimensi-
onal Archimedian spiral. Recall that j  j is the norm dened by the shape B0 in
Theorem 2.1.
Denition 4.1. Given > 0 and x 2 Rd with jxj=1, dene sets Cn=Cn(x; ) recursively
by C0 = fxg and
Cn+1 = fy: jyj= 1 and jy − zj6 for some z 2 Cng:
Given additionally b> 1, ; t > 0 and y 2 Zd with y=jyj= x and jyj= bt, dene sets
An = An(b; ; ; t; y) by letting A0 = fyg and for n>1,
An = fz 2 Zd: b(1 + )n−1t6jzj6b(1 + )nt and z=jzj 2 Cng:
Record for later use the following geometrical fact:
Lemma 4.2. For xed b; ; y and any 0>; an > 0 may be chosen suciently
small so that each point of An(b; ; ; t; y) is within
(b0)t(1 + )n−1
of some point in An−1(b; ; ; t; y); for all n and all suciently large t.
Proof. Let ~An be the corresponding set in Rd, i.e.,
~An = fz 2 Rd: bt(1 + )n−16jzj6bt(1 + )n and z=jzj 2 Cng:
As  ! 0, d(Cn; Cn−1)! 0 in the Hausdor metric, uniformly in y and n. Rescaling
by (1 + )n−1, we then see that the lemma is true with ~An in place of An, using
d( ~An; ~An−1)6bt(1 + )n−1d(Cn; Cn−1) + bt[(1 + )n − (1 + )n−1]:
Since d(An; ~An)=(bt(1 + )n−1)! 0 as t !1, the lemma follows.
Without loss of generality, it suces to prove Proposition 2.2 in the case where
b<2 and 2 contains some site x with jxj = bt, because if not, replace b by some
b0 2 (1; 2), replace a by some a0 2 (maxf1; ab0=bg; b0), and replace t by t0 = jxj=b0,
where x 2 2 with jxj>bt; this turns (1; 2) 2 S(at; bt) into (1; 2) 2 S(a0t0; b0t0)
with jxj= b0t0 for some x 2 2, reducing to the desired case. Clearly, there is an n()
such that Cn is the entire unit sphere, and hence An(b; ; ; t; y) disconnects the set
fz: jzj6at(1+)g from innity (for suciently large t). Thus, Proposition 2.2 follows
once the following result is established.
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Theorem 4.3. For xed 1<a<b< there are ; > 0 such that
supP1; 1 ; 2 (9k6n(): Ak(b; ; ; t; y)* 2(t[(1 + )k − 1]) or j1(t[(1 + )k − 1])j
>at(1 + )k)
converges to 0 as t ! 1; where the sup is over (1; 2) 2 S(ta; tb) and x 2 2 with
jxj= bt.
The one-sentence summary of the proof of Theorem 4.3 is as follows. The separator
lemma keeps the strong infection starting in An growing unfettered up to time t(1+)n
unless either it or the weak cluster grows uncharacteristically fast; this forces An+1 to
be in the strong cluster at time t(1+ )n unless the strong cluster grows uncharacteris-
tically slowly (here we start at time t in conguration (1; 2)). Making this rigorous is
simply a matter of stating and using a few lemmas bounding the probability of growth
in the one-type model that is either uncharacteristically slow or uncharacteristically
fast. These lemmas are elementary consequences of the shape theorem (Theorem 2.1);
superior bounds may be possible to derive e.g. from the work of Alexander (1993),
Kesten (1993) and Talagrand (1995). Our bounds are more powerful in one direction
(ruling out slow growth) than the other because of the superadditivity of the process
in time.
Lemma 4.4. Given a> 1 and r > 0; we have
lim
t!1 sup: jj6at
P1(9s>rt: j(s)j>a(s+ t)) = 0:
To prove this, we need to recall the well-known edge representation (i.e. the rst-
passage percolation formulation) of the one-type process. We equip the edge set E of
the Zd lattice with i.i.d. random variables fTege2E that are exponentially distributed
with mean one. For x; y 2 Zd, we set T (x; y) to be the inmum over all paths from x
to y of the sum of the Te’s of the edges along the path. We use the convention that
T (x; x)=0 for all x. For xed  2 Zd we can dene a f0; 1gZd -valued process ftgt>0
by for each x 2 Zd taking
t(x) =
(
0 for t < inf y2 T (y; x);
1 for t>inf y2 T (y; x);
so that in particular t(x) = 1 for all t whenever x 2 . It is easy to see that the
process ftgt>0 dened in this way has precisely distribution P1 . We now think of
the one-type process as being generated by this edge representation, and take the liberty
to write P1(A) also for events dened in terms of the edge representation.
Fix > 0. For s>rt and a starting conguration  with jj6at, the event fj(s)j>
a(s+ t)g implies (for suciently large t), the event A(a; r; t; ) dened to be the exis-
tence of x; y and s>rt with the following properties:
(i) at6jxj6(1 + )at;
(ii) (1− )a(s+ t)6jyj6a(s+ t);
(iii) T (x; y)6s.
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Clearly,
P1(9s>rt: j(s)j>a(s+ t))6P1(A(a; r; t; ));
so Lemma 4.4 follows from
Proposition 4.5. Given a> 1; r > 0 and small enough > 0;
lim
t!1P(A(a; r; t; )) = 0:
Proof. Assume for contradiction that this probability does not go to zero. Then there
is a sequence of times tn ! 1 for which the probabilities are at least , and hence
the probability that A(a; r; tn; ) happens for innitely many tn is at least . Choose 
small enough so that
1<
(1 + 2)a− 1
(1− 2)a− 1< 1 + r:
The event A(a; r; t; ) implies the disjunction
fj((1 + 2)at)j6(1 + )atg [ fj((1 + 2)at + s)j>(1− )a(s+ t)g;
which under the assumption on  implies
fj((1 + 2)at)j6(1 + )atg [ fj((1− 2)a(s+ t))j>(1− )a(s+ t)g:
If these occur innitely often, then the shape theorem (Theorem 2.1) is violated,
nishing the proof by contradiction.
Along the same lines we can prove a lemma for how fast the shape can creep in
from beyond a sphere:
Lemma 4.6. Let ; > 0 and let fang and fbng be increasing sequences with bn=an>
1 +  and bn=bn−1; an=an−1>1 + . Let Un = fx: jxj>bng. Then for any 0<,
1X
n=1
P1Un(9x 2 (0an): jxj6an)<1: (6)
In fact; the sum goes to zero as a1 !1.
Proof. For a 2 R, let dae denote minfz 2 Z: z>ag. Replacing bn by d(1+)ane only
increases the sum in (6), so we assume without loss of generality that bn=d(1+)ane.
With M=dlog(1+)=log(1+)e+1 we then have an+M >bn+1 for suciently large
n. For such n, use the edge representation again, and let Fn be the -eld of times
on those edges with an endpoint x with an6jxj6bn. For x; y in this set of vertices or
on its boundary, write Tn(x; y) for the inmum, over paths from x to y whose times
are Fn-measurable, of the sum of the times; thus Tn(x; y) 2 Fn. Note that fFnkg are
independent if fnkg is a set with nk+1 − nk>M . Write Gn for the event of existence
of x; y with jxj6an, jyj>bn and Tn(x; y)60an.
Observe that the event in the summand of (6) implies the existence of xn; yn for
which jxnj6an; jynj>bn>an + an and T (xn; yn)60an. The path from xn to yn
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minimizing the sum of the times will have a last hit on @fx: jxj>ang and a rst
entrance into fx: jxj>bng; the path between (and including) these steps witnesses Gn.
Assume now for contradiction that the sum in (6) is at least  for arbitrarily large
values of a1. Then the sum restricted to n in some residue class fk + jMg modulo M
is at least =M for arbitrarily large a1. Hence
E
1X
j=0
1Gk+jM>

M
for some k and arbitrarily large a1. Since the events Gk+jM are independent, this means
that
P
0
@ 1[
j=0
Gk+jM
1
A>1− e−=M :
If this holds for arbitrarily large a1, then the probability is at least 1 − e−=M that
innitely many pairs (xn; yn) with jxnj6an and jynj>(1+)an will satisfy T (xn; yn)6
0an. This contradicts the shape theorem, since for each such pair, either the time to xn
is too long or the time to yn is too short.
The next lemma is a simple large deviations result, bounding the probability of
uncharacteristically slow growth.
Lemma 4.7. For any < 1 there are positive constants C and  such that
P10(j(t)j<t)6C exp(−t)
for all t.
Proof. It is known (see e.g. Theorem 2.1 of Alexander (1993)) that ET (0; x)=jxj ! 1
as jxj ! 1, where E is expectation with respect to P10 . Choose M large enough so
that jxj>M implies
ET (0; x)<−1=3jxj:
We may choose a nite collection A of vectors of norm at least M such that any
vector y 2 Zd with jyj suciently large may be written as x1 +    + xn with each
xj 2 A and
P
j jxjj<−1=3jyj. We may also arrange that the set of sums of norms of
multisets of vectors in A summing to zero is within l of every number in [L;1), for
some l; L> 0.
Observe that T (0; y) is bounded above by the sum of independent copies of T (0; xj).
We now make the following
Claim. For any < 1; there exists a constant s 2 (0; 1) such that for any n and any
multiset fx1; : : : ; xng of elements of A;
P
0
@S>−1=3 nX
j=1
ET (0; xj)
1
A6sn;
where S is the sum of independent random variables distributed as T (0; xj) for
j = 1; : : : ; n.
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We prove the claim by establishing that there are > 0 and s 2 (0; 1) for which
sup
x2A
expf−−1=3ET (0; x)gEeT (0; x)6s: (7)
The rst step in this is the observation that for each x 2 A, the variable T (0; x) has
exponential tails, so that EeT (0; x) is nite for  in a neighborhood of 0 and we can
dierentiate under the integral at = 0 to get
d
d

=0
log[EeT (0; x)]− −1=3ET (0; x) =

E[T (0; x)eT (0; x)]
EeT (0; x)
−−1=3ET (0; x)

=0
= (1− −1=3)ET (0; x)
< 0:
When =0 of course log[EeT (0; x)]−−1=3ET (0; x)=0, so we see that this expression
is strictly negative in some interval (0; a(x)). Choosing any positive <minx2A a(x)
proves (7).
Now the claim follows from Markov’s inequality
P
0
@S>−1=3 nX
j=1
ET (0; xj)
1
A6 exp
8<
:−−1=3
nX
j=1
ET (0; xj)
9=
;EeS
=
nY
j=1
expf−−1=3ET (0; xj)gEeT (0; xj)
6 sn:
Furthermore, for any y with jyj suciently large there is a representation as y =Pn
j=1 yj with yj 2 A and
−1jyj>−2=3
nX
j=1
jyjj>−1=3
nX
j=1
ET (0; yj):
Thus
P10(T (0; y)>
−1jyj)6P10
0
@S>−1=3 nX
j=1
ET (0; yj)
1
A :
By applying the claim, we see that this is at most sn with n>jyj=maxz2Ajzj. When
t + 1>jyj>t − L, we see that there are constants C and  depending on  and L
such that
P10(T (0; y)>t)6C(L; ) exp(−(L; )t):
It is intuitively clear that the same upper bound holds when jyj is smaller, without
the magnitude of the exponent in the upper bound becoming smaller. To make this
rigorous, pick y with L6t− jyj := M and apply the claim to the decomposition y=Pn
j=1 xj+
Pm
j=1 x
0
j, with
Pn
j=1 jxjj<−1=3jyj and
Pm
j=1 x
0
j=0, while jM−
Pm
j=1 jx0jjj6l.
The event fj(t)j6tg is contained in the event
S
y2WfT (0; y)>tg, where W is
the set of points within unit distance of the t-ball. Hence
P10(j(t)j<t)6
X
y2W
C exp

−jyj=max
z2A
jzj

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for t suciently large. Picking any  <=maxz2Ajzj, using the subexponential growth
of W , and adjusting C to account for small values of t nishes the proof.
Equipped with these lemmas, we are now ready for the proof of Theorem 4.3.
Proof of Theorem 4.3. Begin with  and > 0 xed but arbitrary. The rst step is
to take care of the possibility that the weak cluster grows fast enough to impede the
strong cluster. Let E be the event that j(s+ t)j>a(s+ t) for some s>t.
This event is dened on the probability space for the one-type process. Let E be the
event, dened on the probability space for the two-type process, that j1(s)j>a(s+ t)
for some s>t. Using the fact that from any starting conguration, 1 is dominated
by the single type model, we have
P1; 1 ;2 (E)6P
1
1 (E
):
Shifting time t to zero and using Lemma 4.4 with r= shows that P10(E
j(t)=1)! 0
as t !1 with j1j6at, and hence that
P1; 1 ;2 (E)! 0
as t !1 with j1j6at.
The event E contains the second event in the disjunction in the statement of Theorem
4.3, namely9k6n(): j1(t[(1 + )k − 1])j>at(1 + )k} ;
since the latter event may be got from the former by restricting the existential quantier
further by requiring s=t + 1 to be a positive integral power of (1 + ). Thus it suces
to prove that
supP1; 1 ; 2 (E
c \ f9k6n(): Ak * 2(t[(1 + )k − 1])g)! 0 (8)
as t !1.
The second step is to take care of the possibility that the growth of the strong cluster
is due to some growth fast enough to violate the hypotheses of the separator lemma.
We rst rewrite (8) as the sum from k =1 to n() of the probability that k is the rst
such k, and bound this by the sum
n()X
k=1
supP1; 1 ; 2 (E
c \ fAk * 2(t(1 + )k−1)g) (9)
where the supremum is restricted to 2 containing Ak−1 (we have used the Markov
property to shift time by t[(1 + )k−1 − 1]).
It suces to assume 36k6n() in Theorem 4.3. We wish to apply the separator
lemma with 2

=Ak−1 and Rk being the complement of the ball of radius at(1+)k−2.
Thus we let k be the rst time that a type-1 particle reaches @Rk or a type-2 particle
reaches @(Rck). By the separator lemma,
P1; 1 ; 2 (E
c \ fAk * 2(t(1 + )k−1)g)
6P1; 1 ; 2 (E
c \ fk6t(1 + )k−1g) + PAk−1 (Ak * (t(1 + )k−1)): (10)
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On Ec, the only way for the event fk6t(1+ )k−1g to occur is to have a type-2
particle reach @(Rck). The rst of the two terms in (10) is bounded as follows. Recalling
that  was arbitrary, we now choose  small enough so that
(1 + )<b− (1 + )2a:
Let bn = bt(1 + )n−1 and an = at(1 + )n+1, and dene  = bn=an − 1 = (b − a(1 +
)2)=(a(1+ )2) and 0= =(a(1+ )). Set Un= fz: jzj>bng so that UnAn. By the
choice of , we have 0<. Lemma 4.6 says that the sum
n()X
k=1
P1Uk−1 (9x 2 (0ak−1): jxj6ak−1)
goes to zero as t !1. Unraveling denitions,
n()X
k=1
P1Ak−1 (9x 2 (t(1 + )k−1): jxj6at(1 + )k)! 0
as t !1, and hence
n()X
k=1
P1; 1 ; 2 (E
c \ fk6t(1 + )k−1g)! 0
as t !1.
Having successfully bounded the rst term in (10), it remains to deal with the
second. We may change the infection rate to 1 and allow greater time by a factor ,
so it suces to show that
n()X
k=1
P1Ak−1 (Ak * (t(1 + )
k−1))! 0 (11)
as t !1. So far  has been arbitrary, but we now choose 0 2 (; =b) (recalling that
>b) and use Lemma 4.2 to pick  such that for suciently large t, every point of
Ak is within b0t(1+)k−1 of some point in Ak−1. The event fAk * (t(1+)k−1)g
is therefore contained in the event8<
:
[
z2Ak−1
B(z; b0t(1 + )k−1)* (t(1 + )k−1)
9=
; ;
where B(z; r) denotes the ball of radius r centered at z. Using the edge representation
of the one-type process, it is easy to see (and a standard fact) that we can view the
cluster of infected sites under P1Ak−1 as the union of clusters with law P
1
z for z 2 Ak−1.
The sum (11) is therefore bounded by
n()X
k=1
X
z2Ak−1
P1z (B(z; b
0t(1 + )k−1)* (t(1 + )k−1)):
Translate z to the origin in each summand, we rewrite this as
n()X
k=1
X
z2Ak−1
P10(j(t(1 + )k−1)j6bt0(1 + )k−1):
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Now set  = b0=() and apply Lemma 4.7 to achieve an upper bound of
1X
k=1
jAk−1jC exp(−t(1 + )k−1)
for the sum in (11). The bound jAk j6C((1 + )k t)d shows that the supremum over
t>1 of jAk−1jC exp(−t(1 + )k−1) is summable in k, and also that for xed k
the summand goes to zero as t !1. Then by dominated convergence, the sum goes
to zero as t !1, completing the proof.
5. Proof of main result
In this section we nally prove Theorem 1.2. Besides the key proposition (Proposi-
tion 2.2), the other main ingredient is the following coupling of the two-type processes
generated by P;10;1 for all  2 [0; 1] simultaneously.
To each ordered pair (x; y) of nearest neighbors in Zd, we assign an independent
unit rate Poisson process. Also let
fUx;y; igx;y2Zd; i2f1;2; :::g
be an array of i.i.d. random variables (independent also of the Poisson processes),
uniformly distributed on [0; 1]. For each  2 [0; 1], a two-type process f1(t); 2(t)gt>0
is dened by taking (1(0); 
2
(0))= (0; 1), and infections as follows. For each ordered
nearest neighbor pair (x; y) and each i, we check whether at the ith occurence of the
Poisson process assigned to (x; y) it is the case that x is infected (i.e. has value 1
or 2) while y is not (i.e. has value 0). If that is the case, then y ips to a 1 if
x is a 1 and Ux;y; i6, and y ips to a 2 if x is a 2. It is easy to check that for
each  2 [0; 1] the process f1(t); 2(t)gt>0 has distribution P;10;1. We write Q for
the probability measure underlying this coupling. For j = 1; 2, we write Gj for the
event of unbounded growth for type j in the f1(t); 2(t)gt>0 process. This means e.g.
that
Q(Gi) = P
;1
0;1(G
i):
Lemma 5.1. For 162 2 [0; 1]; we have Q-a.s. for all t;
11 (t) 12 (t) (12)
and
21 (t) 22 (t): (13)
Proof. The case t=0 is immediate, and it is also clear from the construction that (12)
and (13) are preserved in time.
The key proposition (Proposition 2.2) comes into play in the following lemma, saying
that the asymptotic shape result holds on the event of mutual unbounded growth.
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Lemma 5.2. For  2 [0; 1]; we have P;10;1-a.s. on the event (G1 \ G2) that
j1(t) [ 2(t)j
t
! 
and
j1(t) [ 2(t)j
t
! 
as t !1.
Proof. It suces to show that
lim sup
t!1
j1(t) [ 2(t)j
t
6 (14)
and
lim inf
t!1
j1(t) [ 2(t)j
t
> (15)
P;10;1-a.s. on the event (G
1 \ G2). To see that (14) holds, note rst that
lim sup
t!1
j1(t)j
t
6 (16)
by Lemma 3.1 and Theorem 2.1. Second, lim supt!1 j2(t)j=t6, because if not, then
there would be an > 0 such that
j2(t)j
t
>(1 + ) innitely often
which in combination with (16) prevents the event G1 due to Proposition 2.2 (where,
by time scaling, P1; 21 ; 2 can be replaced by P
1=2 ;1
1 ; 2 ) and the strong Markov property.
Hence, (14) is established.
On the other hand, (15) follows by invoking Lemma 3.2 and Theorem 2.1.
Lemma 5.3. For any 1<2 2 [0; 1]; we have
Q(G11 \ G22 ) = 0:
Proof. Suppose that G11 happens. We need to show that G
2
2 does not happen. If
G21 does not happen, then we are done by Lemma 5.1, so we can assume that
G11 \ G21 happens. Then
lim
t!1
j11 (t) [ 21 (t)j
t
= 1
by Lemma 5.2, so that in particular
lim sup
t!1
j21 (t)j
t
61:
By another application of Lemma 5.1, we get
lim sup
t!1
j22 (t)j
t
61: (17)
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On the other hand, Lemma 3.2 and Theorem 2.1 imply that
lim inf
t!1
j12 (t) [ 22 (t)j
t
>2: (18)
But the events in (17) and (18) together imply that the 22 infection eventually becomes
surrounded by the 12 infection, preventing the event G
2
2 .
Lemma 5.4. With Q-probability 1; the event (G1 \ G2) happens for at most one
 2 [0; 1].
Proof. By Lemma 5.1, the set of  for which G1 happens is increasing (i.e. if 1<2
and G11 occurs, then also G
1
2 occurs), and the set of  for which G
2
 happens is
decreasing, Q-a.s. Hence the set L := f 2 [0; 1]: G1 \ G2g is Q-a.s. an interval. We
need to show that L consists Q-a.s. of at most one point. If, with positive Q-probability,
L were a nondegenerate interval, then there would exist 1<2 in [0; 1] such that the
event (G11\G21\G12\G22 ) has positive Q-probability. This, however, would contradict
Lemma 5.3.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. By (2), it is enough to prove that P1; 20;1 (G
1 \ G2)> 0 for at
most countably many 2>1. By time scaling, this is the same as saying that P
;1
0;1(G
1\
G2)> 0 for at most countably many  2 [0; 1]. Lemma 5.4 tells us that Q(G1\G2)> 0
for at most countably many  2 [0; 1], and since
P;10;1(G
1 \ G2) =Q(G1 \ G2)
we are done.
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